In this paper, we propose a Tensor Train Neighborhood Preserving Embedding (TTNPE) to embed multidimensional tensor data into low dimensional tensor subspace. Novel approaches to solve the optimization problem in TTNPE are proposed. For this embedding, we evaluate novel tradeoff gain among classification, computation, and dimensionality reduction (storage) for supervised learning. It is shown that compared to the state-of-the-arts tensor embedding methods, TTNPE achieves superior trade-off in classification, computation, and dimensionality reduction in MNIST handwritten digits and Weizmann face datasets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robust feature extraction and dimensionality reduction are among the most fundamental problems in machine learning and computer vision. Assuming that the data is embedded in a low-dimensional subspace, popular and effective methods for feature extraction and dimensionality reduction are the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [1] , [2] , and the Laplacian eigenmaps [3] . However, simply projecting data to a low dimensional subspace may not efficiently extract discriminative features. Motivated by a recent works [4] - [6] that demonstrate applying tensor factorization (after reshaping matrices to multidimensional arrays or tensors) improves data representation, we consider reshaping vision data into tensors and embedding the tensors into Kronecker structured subspaces, i.e. tensor subspaces, to further refine these subspace based approaches with significant gains. In this context, a very popular representation format namely Tucker format has shown to be useful for a variety of applications [7] - [11] . However, Tucker representation can still be exponential in storage requirements. In [12] , it was shown that hierarchical Tucker representation, and in particular Tensor Train (TT) representation is a promising format for the approximation of solutions in high dimensional data and can alleviate the curse of dimensionality under fixed rank, which inspires us to investigate its application in efficient dimensionality reduction and embedding. Tensor train representation has also been shown to be useful for dimensionality reduction in [13] - [15] .
In this paper, we begin by noting that TT decompositions are associated with a structured subspace model, namely the Tensor Train subspace [16] . Using this notion, we extend a popular approach, namely the Neighborhood Preserving Embedding (NPE) [17] for unsupervised classification of data. In the past, the NPE approach has been extended to exploit the Tucker subspace structure on the data [18] , [19] . Here, we embed the data into a Tensor Train subspace and propose a computationally efficient Tensor Train Neighbor Preserving Embedding (TTNPE) algorithm. We show that this approach W. Wang achieves significant improvement in the storage of embedding and computation complexity for classification after embedding as compared to the embedding based on the Tucker representation in [18] , [19] . We validate the approach on classification of MNIST handwritten digits data set [20] and Weizmann Facebase [21] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The technical notations and definitions are introduced in Section II. The Tensor Train subspace (TT-subspace) is described in Section III. In Section IV, the optimization problem for Tensor Train Neighbor Preserving Embedding (TTNPE) is formulated. We then outline algorithms to solve the resulting problem highlighting the computational challenges and propose an approximate method to alleviate them. In section V, we evaluate the proposed algorithm on MNIST handwritten digits and Weizmann databases. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
Vectors and matrices are represented by boldface lower letters (e.g. x) and boldface capital letters (e.g. X), respectively. An n-order tensor is denoted by calligraphic letters X ∈ R I1×I2×...×In , where I i , i = 1, 2, ..., n denotes the dimensionality along the i th order. An element of a tensor X is represented as X(i 1 , i 2 , · · · , i n ), where i k , k = 1, 2, .., n denotes the location index along the k th order. A colon is applied to represent all the elements of an order in a tensor, e.g. X(:, i 2 , · · · , i n ) represents the fiber along order 1 and X[:, :, i 3 , i 4 , · · · , i n ] represents the slice along order 1 and order 2 and so forth. V(·) is a tensor vectorization operator such that X ∈ R I1×···×In is mapped toa vector V(X) ∈ R I1···In . × and ⊗ represent matrix product and kronecker product respectively. Let tr j i be a tensor trace operation, which reduces 2 tensor orders by getting the trace along the slices formed by the i th and j th order (assuming I i = I j ). As an example, let U ∈ R I1×I2×I1 be a 3-mode tensor, then v = tr 3 1 (U) ∈ R I2 is given as v(i 2 ) = trace(U(:, i 2 , :)), i 2 = 1, · · · , I 2 .
We first introduce the tensor train decomposition. [12] , [22] ) Each element of a n-mode tensor Y ∈ R I1×···×In in tensor train representation is generated by
Definition 1. (Tensor Train (TT) Decomposition
where U 1 ∈ R I1×R1 and U n ∈ R Rn−1×In are the boundary matrices and U i ∈ R Ri−1×Ii×Ri , i = 2, · · · , n − 1 are the decomposed tensors.
In this paper, we consider a tensor train decomposition for a n + 1 mode tensor X ∈ R I1×···×In×Rn , where each element is represented as X(i 1 , · · · , i n , r n ) = U 1 (i 1 , :)U 2 (:, i 2 , :) · · · U n−1 (:, i n−1 , :)U n (:, i n , r n ). (2) Without loss of generality, we let R 0 = 1 and define U 1 ∈ R R0×I1×R1 as the tensor representation of U 1 . Thus, the tensor train decomposition for X ∈ R I1×···×In×Rn is X(i 1 , · · · , i n , r n ) = U 1 (1, i 1 , :)U 2 (:, i 2 , :) · · · U n−1 (:, i n−1 , :)U n (:, i n , r n ).
(
The TT-Rank of a tensor is denoted by a vector of ranks (R 1 , · · · , R n ) in the tensor train decomposition. Left and right unfoldings reshape tensors into matrix, and are defined as follows.
Definition 2. (Left and Right Unfolding) Let X ∈ R I1×···×In×Rn be a n + 1 mode tensor. The left unfolding operation is the matrix obtained by taking the first n mode as row indices and the last mode as column indices such that L(X) ∈ R (I1···In)×Rn . Similarly, the right unfolding operation produces the matrix obtained by taking the 1st mode as row indices and the remaining n mode as column indices such that R(X) ∈ R I1×(I2···InRn) .
We further introduce a tensor operation and show the equivalence of tensor operations to matrix product. Definition 3. (Tensor Merging Product) Tensor merging product is an operation to merge the two tensors along the given sets of mode indices. Let U 1 ∈ R I1×···×In and U 2 ∈ R J1×···×Jm be two tensors. Let g 1 ⊆ {1, · · · , n} and g 2 ⊆ {1, · · · , n} be two vectors, with |g 1 | = |g 2 | = k, and I g1(p) = J g2(p) for p = 1, · · · , k. Then, the tensor merging product is
which is a m + n − 2k mode tensor, given as
Based on tensor merging product, we note that recovering a tensor from tensor train decomposition is a process of applying tensor merging product on tensor train factorizations. Let R 0 = 1, U i ∈ R Ri−1×Ii×Ri , i = 1, · · · , n, be n 3-rd order tensors. The recovery of the n + 1 order tensor is defined as
The matrix product between A ∈ R m×r and B ∈ R r×n is equivalent to
be two k + 1 mode tensors, and let A ∈ R M×(R1···R k ) and B ∈ R (R1···R k )×N be the right and left unfolding of A and B. Tensor merging product, A× 1,··· ,k 2,··· ,k+1 B, is the same as A×B.
Proof. The (m, n) th entry of A × 1,··· ,k 2,··· ,k+1 B is
which is the same as the (m, n) th entry of A × B.
III. TENSOR TRAIN SUBSPACE (TTS)
A tensor train subspace, S TT ⊆ R I1×I2×···×In , is defined as the span of a n-order tensor that is generated by the tensor merging product of a sequence of 3-order tensors. Specifically,
For comparison with vector subspace model, tensors can be vectorized into vectors and the tensor train subspace expressed under matrix form gives
We note that a tensor train subspace is determined by
When n = 1, the proposed tensor train subspace reduces to the linear subspace model under matrix case.
We next briefly outline some useful properties of the TT decomposition that will be used in this paper.
Lemma 3. (Left-Orthogonality Property [12, Theorem 3.1])
For any tensor X ∈ R I1×···×In×Rn of TT-rank R = [R 1 , · · · , R n−1 ], the TT decomposition can be chosen such that L(U i ) is left-orthogonal for all i = 1, · · · n, or
As a consequence of this result we have the following Lemma.
Lemma 4. (Left-Orthogonality of Tensor Merging Product) If
Using this, and induction (since the result holds for j = 1), the result follows.
Thus, we can without loss of generality, assume that L(U i ) are left-orthogonal for all i. Then, the projection of a data point y ∈ R Rn on the subspace S TT is given by
IV. TENSOR TRAIN NEIGHBORHOOD PRESERVING EMBEDDING (TTNPE)
Given a set of tensor data X i ∈ R I1×···×In , i = 1, · · · , N , we wish to project the data X i to vector t i ∈ R Rn , satisfying
and preserving neighborhood among the projected data. We first construct a neighbor graph to capture the neighborhood information in the given data and generate the affinity matrix F as
where O(K, X i ) denotes the subset of data excluding X i that are within the K-nearest neighbors of X i , and ǫ is the scaling factor. By definition, F ii = 0. We also note that this is an unsupervised tensor embedding method since the label information is not used in the embedding procedure. Without loss of generality, we set S = F + F ⊤ and S is further normalized such that each row sum is one.
The goal is to find the decomposition U 1 , · · · , U n that minimizes the average distance between all the points and their weighted combination of remaining points, weighted by the symmetrized affinity matrix in the projection, i.e.
Let D ∈ R I1···In×N be the matrix that concatenates the N vectorized tensor data such that the i th column of D is V(X i ),
Since
Thus the Frobenius norm in (11) can be further expressed in the form of matrix trace to reduce the problem to min
Based on the cyclic permutation property of the trace operator, (12) is equivalent to
Let Z = YY ⊤ ∈ R (I1···In)×(I1···In) be the constant matrix. Then, the problem (13) becomes
We will use the alternating minimization method [23] to solve (14) such that each U k is updated by solving
In order to solve (15), we use an iterative algorithm. Each U k:k=1,··· ,n is initialized by tensor train decomposition [22] with a thresholding parameter τ , such that tensor train ranks (R 1 , · · · , R n ) are determined. Note that when τ = 0, TTNPE is reduced to PCA.
A. Tensor Train Neighbor Preserving Embedding using Tensor Network (TTNPE-TN)
Let Z ∈ R I1×···×In×I1×···×In be the reshaped tensor of Z, and
For Updating U k:k=1,··· ,n−1 , based on Lemma 1, we note that (15) can be written as
Let
Based on Lemma 1, the tensor merging product (18) can be transformed into matrix product. Thus, (18) becomes
where A ∈ R (Ri−1IiRi)×(Ri−1IiRi) is the reshaped form of A. A differentiable function under unitary constraint can be solved by the algorithm proposed in [24] . In problem (19) , the gradient of objective function to
Updating U n is different from solving U k:k=1,··· ,n−1 since the trace operation, which is represented by the red edge highlighted in Fig.1 , merges the tensor U n with itself, thus (18) does not apply for solving U n . Instead, updating U n in (15) is equivalent to solving min Un:L(Un) is unitary
Let B ∈ R Rn−1×In×Rn−1×In be the 4-th order tensor formed by (Z × 1,··· ,n−1 n+1,··· ,2n−1 T 1 × 1,··· ,n−1 1,··· ,n−1 T 1 ), and updating U n is equivalent to solving min Un:L(Un) is unitary
which by Lemma 1, can be transformed into the matrix form
where B ∈ R (Rn−1In)×(Rn−1In) is reshaped from B. The gradient of the objective function to L(U n ) is 2BL(U n ).
We now analyze the computation and memory complexity of TTNPE-TN algorithm. For U k:k=1,···n−1 , the generation of A requires merging the tensor networks, which has a computation complexity of 
which is large when the tensor train ranks are high. Similarly, the generation of B to solve U n takes O (I 1 · · · I n ) 2 R n−1 time and solving (22) takes O(R n−1 I n R 2 n ), and the memory for generating B is O (I 1 · · · I n ) 2 , indicating solving for U n is less expensive than that for solving for U k in terms of both memory and computation complexity.
Although TTNPE-TN algorithm gives an exact solution for updating U i in each alternating minimization step, the memory and computation cost prohibits its application when the tensor train ranks are large. In order to address this, we propose a Tensor Train Neighbor Preserving Embedding using Approximate Tensor Network (TTNPE-ATN) algorithm in the next section, to approximate (15) , aiming to reduce computation and memory cost.
B. Tensor Train Neighbor Preserving Embedding using Approximated Tensor Network (TTNPE-ATN)
Our main intuition is as follows. Without the TT decomposition constraint, the solution to minimize the quadratic form tr(E ⊤ ZE) where E is unitary is given by E being the matrix formed by eigenvectors corresponding to the lowest eigenvalues of Z and the value of the objective is the sum of the lowest eigenvalues of Z [25] . Let the matrix corresponding to the eigenvectors corresponding to r n least eigenvalues of Z be V rn . With the additional constraint that E has TT decomposition, the above choice of E may not be optimal. Thus, we relax the original problem to minimize the distance between E and V rn . Thus, the relaxed problem of (15) is
where L(U 1 × 1 3 · · · × 1 3 U n ), V rn ∈ R (I1···In)×rn . Let T k be a reshaping operator that change the dimension of a matrix from R (I1···In)×rn to R (I1···I k )×(I k+1 ···Inrn) , thus (23) is equivalent to
which is equivalent to
which is to minimize AXB − C 2 F under unitary constraint. Since the gradient is A ⊤ (AXB − C)B ⊤ , (25) can be solved by the algorithm proposed in [24] .
After the relaxation, the computation complexity is O (R k−1 I k I 1 · · · I n R n ) for calculating the gradient, O (I 1 · · · I n ) 2 for generating V rn , and O(R k−1 I k R 2 k ) for solving (25) . Thus the eigenvalue decomposition for generating V rn dominates the computational complexity. The memory for generating A and B is max(I 1 · · · I k−1 R k−1 , R k I k+1 · · · I n R n ). Thus both memory and computation cost of TTNPE-ATN are much less than those in TTNPE-TN algorithm. Therefore in the simulation section, we will only consider the TTNPE-ATN algorithm. We validated for a small experiment that the embedding performance for the two are similar, where the validation results are omitted in this paper. The two algorithms (TTNPE-TN and TTNPE-ATN) are described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 TTNPE-TN and TTNPE-ATN Algorithms
Input: A set of N tensors X i=1,··· ,N ∈ R I1×I2×···×In , denoted as X, threshold parameter τ , kernel scaling parameter ǫ, number of neighbors K, thresholding parameter τ , and max iterations maxIter Output: Tensor train subspace factors U 1 , U 2 , · · · , U n 1: Compute affinity matrix F by
otherwise, S = F+F ⊤ and normalize S such that each row sums to 1.
2: Form D ∈ R I1···In×N as a reshape of the input data, compute Y = D − DS ⊤ , and compute Z = YY ⊤ . 3: Apply tensor train decomposition [22] on X to initialize U i=1,··· ,n with thresholding parameter τ , and the tensor train ranks are determined based on selection of τ . 4: Solve V Rn by applying eigenvalue decomposition on Z. 5: Set iter = 1 6: while iter ≤ maxIter or convergence of U 1 , · · · , U n do 7:
for i = 1 to n do 8:
(TTNPE-TN) Update U i in (19) for i < n and in (22) for i = n, using the algorithm proposed in [24] .
9:
(TTNPE-ATN) Update U i in (25) by algorithm proposed in [24] . 10: end for 11: iter = iter + 1 12: end while
C. Classification Using TTNPE-TN and TTNPE-ATN
The classification is conducted by first solving a set of MPS U 1 , · · · , U n . Then, the training data and testing data is projected onto the tensor train subspace bases as follows:
Any data point in the testing set is labeled by applying knearest neighbors(KNN) [26] classification with K neighbors in the embedded space R Rn .
D. Storage and Computation Complexity
In this section, we will analyze the amount of storage to store the high dimensional data, complexity for finding the embedding using TTNPE-ATN and the cost of projection onto the TT subspace for classification. KNN and TNPE [19] algorithms are considered for comparison. Note that finding a subspace by PCA is a special case of TTNPE-ATN, thus PCA is not selected for comparison. For the computational complexity analysis, let d be the data dimension, n and r be the reshaped tensor order and rank in TTNPE-ATN model, K be the number of neighbors, and N tr (N te ) be the total training (testing) data. We assume the dimension along each tensor mode is the same, thus each tensor mode is d 1 n in dimension. for n linear transformation which is n(d 1 n r), and the space for N tr embedded training data of size N tr r n , requiring the total storage Storage(TNPE) = r n N tr + nd 1 n r. Under TTNPE-ATN model, we need space (n − 1)(d 1 n r 2 − r 2 ) + (d 1 n r − r 2 ) [12] to store the projection bases U 1 , · · · , U n , and N tr r to store the embedded training data. Thus the total storage is Storage(TTNPE-ATN) = (n − 1)(d 1 n r 2 − r 2 ) + (d 1 n r − r 2 ) + rN tr . We consider a metric of normalized storage, compression ratio, which is the ratio of storage required under the embedding method and storage for the entire data, calculated by ρ ST = Storage(ST)
Storage of data:

Ntrd
, where ST can be any of KNN, TNPE, TTNPE-ATN.
Computation Complexity for estimating the embedding subspace Under KNN model, data is directly used for classification and there is no embedding process. Under TNPE model, the embedding needs 3 steps, where solving n linear transformations takes O(N tr rd) for embedding raw data, matrix generation for an eigenvalue problem takes O(N tr r 2n ), and eigenvalue decomposition for updating each linear transformation takes r 3n , giving a total computational complexity O(n(N tr rd + N tr r 2n + r 3n )). Under TTNPE-ATN model, the embedding takes 3 steps, where the initialization by tensor train decomposition algorithm takes O(nd Under TNPE model, an extra time is required for embedding the testing data, which is O(r 2 dN te ). However, less time is needed in classification by applying KNN in a reduced dimension, which is O(N tr N te r n ). Thus the total complexity is O(r 2 dN te + N tr N te r n ). Similarly, under TTNPE-ATN algorithm, embedding takes an extra computation time of O(N te r 2 d), but a significantly less time used in classification, which is O(N te N tr r). Thus the total complexity is O(N te r 2 d + N te N tr r).
The comparison of the three algorithms is shown in Table  I , where TTNPE-ATN exhibates a great advantage in storage and computation for classification after embedding.
V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In this section, we test our proposed tensor embedding on image datasets, where the 2D images are reshaped into multi-mode tensors. Reshaping images to tensors is a common practice to compare tensor algebraic approaches [27] since it exhibits improved data representation. The embedding is evaluated based on KNN classification, where an effective embedding that preserves neighbor information would give classification results close to that of KNN classification at lower compression ratios. We compare the proposed TTNPE-ATN algorithm with Tucker decomposition based neighbor preserving embedding (TNPE) algorithm as proposed in [19] . We further note that the authors of [19] compared their approach with different approaches based on vectorization of data, including Neighborhood Preserving Embedding (NPE), Locality Preserving Projection (LPP), and Local Discriminant Embedding (LDE). Since the approach in [19] was shown to outperform these approaches, we do not consider these vectorized data approaches in our comparison. Note that the tensor train rank, which determines the compression ratio, is learnt from the Algorithm 1 based upon the selection of τ ∈ (0, 1].
A. Weizmann Face Database
Weizmann Face Database [21] is a dataset that includes 26 human faces with different expressions and lighting conditions. 66 images from each of the 10 randomly selected people are used for multi-class classification, where 20 images from each person are selected for training and the remaining images are used for testing. The experiment is repeated 10 times (for the same 10 people, but random choices of the 20 training images per person) and the averaged classification errors are shown in Fig. 2 . Each image is down sampled to 64 × 44 for ease of computation and is further reshaped to a 5-mode tensor of dimension 4 × 4 × 4 × 4 × 11 to apply the TNPE and TTNPE-ATN algorithms. 10, 50, and 100 neighbors are considered to build the graph (from left to right) and the KNN from the same number of neighbors in the embedded space are used for classification. Since KNN does not compress the data, it results in a single point at a compression ratio of 1.
We show that TTNPE-ATN performs better than TNPE when the compression ratio is lower than 0.9, indicating TTNPE-ATN better captures the localized features in the dataset thus yielding better embedding under low compression ratios. With the increase of compression ratio, the classification error for TTNPE-ATN algorithm first decreases, which is because the data structure can be better captured with increasing compression ratio (lower compression). The classification error then increases with compression ratio since the embedding overfits the background noise in the images. Similar trend happens for TNPE algorithm. We note that for a compression ratio of 1, the result for TTNPE-ATN do not match that of KNN since we are learning at-most 200-rank space (due to 20 training images for each of 10 people) while the overall data dimension is 64 × 44, thus giving an approximation at the compression ratio of 1. Increasing K helps preserve more neighbors for embedding, and the neighbor structure is preserved better. Further, the best classification results given by TTNPE-ATN are even better than the classification results given by KNN algorithm, indicating TTNPE-ATN gives better neighborhood preserving embedding as compared to the TNPE algorithm.
B. MNIST Dataset
We use the MNIST dataset [20] , which consists 60000 handwritten digits of size 28 × 28 from 0 to 9, to further investigate the embedding performance when the number of training samples is large. Each image is reshaped to 4×7×4×7 tensor. We perform binary classification for digits 1 and 2 by using 600 training samples from each digit. Figure 3 shows the classification performance of the three algorithms (KNN on data directly, TNPE, and TTNPE-ATN) when different values of K = 3, 5, 7 neighbors are used to construct the graph (from left to right). The same value of K is used for classification in the embedded space. 1000 out of sample images from each digit are selected for testing. The results in Fig. 3 are averaged over 10 independent experiments (over the choice of 600 training and 1000 test samples).
We first note that the proposed TTNPE-ATN is the same as the standard KNN for that point when the training sample size is sufficient large (since the number of training samples do not limit the performance). Further, as the compression ratio increases, the classification error of the proposed TTNPE-ATN decreases first, since TTNPE-ATN model can effectively capture the embedded data structure. The classification error then increases since it fits the inherent noise as compared to the low TT-rank approximation of the data. Overall, TTNPE-ATN algorithm shows comparable embedding performance as TNPE algorithm in the compression ratio region around 0.1, outperforms TNPE for higher compression ratios (lesser compression), and converges to KNN results at compression ratio of 1.
